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By the end of this session you should be able to: 

• explain the updates to the 3-5 ELA Guidebooks 
units, including:

• Core and Optional activities

• Assessments and Evaluation Plan

• Integration of The Writing 
RevolutionⓇ; and

• Articulate how to access the updated unit 
materials on the Louisiana Curriculum Hub

Session Objectives

https://www.thewritingrevolution.org/
https://www.thewritingrevolution.org/
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Our Priorities
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Our Beliefs
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Agenda

1. The “Why” 

2. Innovative Design

3. Evaluation Plan and Assessments

4. Integration of The Writing RevolutionⓇ

5. Platform and Access to materials

https://www.thewritingrevolution.org/
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ELA Goal
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Louisiana ELA Guidebooks is an English language arts curriculum for whole-class instruction. 
Made by teachers for teachers, the ELA Guidebooks units ensure all students can read, 
understand, and express their understanding of complex, grade-level texts.

We strive to: 

• establish, build and expand a powerful learning community;

• build student knowledge and perspectives about substantive topics and meaningful 
texts;

• provide opportunities of optional supports to help all students access complex texts;

• provide students with explicit writing instruction, embedded in content; and

• create a coherent system of instruction and assessment.

The “Why”
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Agenda

1. The “Why” 

2. Innovative Design

3. Evaluation Plan and Assessments

4. Integration of The Writing RevolutionⓇ

5. Platform and Access to materials

https://www.thewritingrevolution.org/
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The Louisiana ELA Guidebooks 3-5 help all students read, understand, and express their 
understanding of complex, grade-level texts. The updated Louisiana ELA Guidebooks 3-5 build 
students’ understanding and knowledge through text sets, compelling questions, and integrated 
reading and writing activities.

In the Louisiana ELA Guidebooks for grades 3-5, students:

● explore central questions; 

● examine texts by diverse authors and about substantive topics;

● engage in varied reading, discussion, writing, and presentation opportunities; and

● are given multiple opportunities to build their writing skills.

Innovative Design
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Learning Community

The ELA Guidebooks units are designed to help students establish, build, and expand their 
learning community. Students work both collaboratively and independently throughout 
the ELA Guidebooks units.

Knowledge

The text sets represent a diversity of authors and genres while also providing coherence 
among the texts so that students systematically build knowledge of substantive texts and 
topics. 

Innovative Design
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Choice and Flexibility

• The design of the Louisiana ELA Guidebooks 3-5 allows for teacher choice.

• At the program level, school leaders choose the units to include in the grade levels. 

• At the lesson level, teachers choose which activities to include in a lesson. The 
development guidebooks provide flexibility because they offer optional supports and 
extensions to help all students succeed with a challenging curriculum through core 
and optional activities.

Innovative Design
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Innovative Design
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Coherent System of Instruction and Assessment

Everything that a student needs to meet the standards is provided in the guidebooks and is openly 
licensed. This includes a coherent system of curriculum-embedded assessments. Each unit ends 
with a culminating task, which requires students to use the knowledge and skills they have 
developed throughout the unit. In the ELA Guidebooks units, assessment is accomplished through 
three instructional practices.

Innovative Design
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Agenda

1. The “Why” 

2. Innovative Design

3. Evaluation Plan and Assessments

4. Integration of The Writing RevolutionⓇ

5. Platform and Access to materials

https://www.thewritingrevolution.org/
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What?
• Monitor students’ understanding daily.
• Each lesson has lesson look-fors, which identify the knowledge and skills and/or habits 

students should build.

Why?
• To be successful on the culminating task, students need to be able to read, understand, and 

express their comprehension and knowledge of substantive texts and topics. To reach this 
goal, students need to build knowledge, skills, and habits daily through the lesson activities.

How?
• Use the lesson look-fors to review student work and responses.
• If students are not providing work or responses similar to the lesson look-fors, use the 

in-the-moment supports, which are included in the teaching notes for an activity.

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate
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Lesson Look-Fors 

• One lesson look-for identifies the knowledge students should demonstrate by the end of 
the lesson. The other lesson look-for identifies the skills and/or habits students should 
demonstrate in the lesson.

• Use the lesson look-fors to review student work and responses during the lesson.

Example

• Knowledge: Can students explain why Fern felt the need to help the piglet her father 
was going to slaughter? 

• Skill: Can students provide evidence such as details and examples from the texts to 
support their explanation?

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate
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What?
• Diagnose student needs in each section. 
• Each section has an activity labeled as a section diagnostic. 

Why?
• The section diagnostics provide opportunities for students to express their understanding and 

knowledge of substantive texts and topics in preparation for the culminating task. The core 
activities in lessons leading up to and following each section diagnostic help students build 
the necessary knowledge, skills, and habits.

How?
• Review students’ work and/or responses using the section diagnostic checklist and exemplar. 
• If students need additional support, include optional activities to give students additional 

opportunities to build the knowledge, skills, and habits necessary for the culminating task.

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate
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Section Diagnostics 

• Throughout the ELA Guidebooks units, students complete the section diagnostics in 
preparation for the culminating task. 

• Review students’ work using the section diagnostic checklist and exemplar.

Example - Section 1, Lesson 3: 

• Section Diagnostic - How does the unusual relationship between Fern and Wilbur teach us 
that animals and humans can be friends? 

• Culminating Task Connection - Students demonstrate their understanding of the relationship 
between two characters and how that relationship benefitted not only the animal, but also 
the human. Students also demonstrate their ability to pose and answer questions, develop 
ideas based on evidence from the text, and listen to the ideas of others to confirm or 
challenge their own thoughts.

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate
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What?
• Evaluate student performance at the end of a unit. 
• Each unit has a culminating task.

Why?
• The culminating task requires students to demonstrate how well they read, understand, 

and express their understanding and knowledge of substantive texts and topics. The 
activities, lessons, and sections build the knowledge, skills, and habits students need to 
be successful on the culminating task.

How?
• Use the culminating task rubric and the culminating task exemplar to evaluate 

student performance.

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate
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Culminating Task Example

In this unit, students read Because of Winn Dixie by Kate DiCamillo and a series of related 
texts to explore the question: Why is it important to have friends who are different from us? 

Students express their understanding of how the friendships Opal builds throughout the 
anchor text develops the theme of the story. 

At the end of the unit, students write a literary analysis in response to the culminating task. 

Evaluate students’ performance on the culminating task using two tools:

● Culminating task rubric

● Culminating task exemplar

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate
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With a group of participants sitting near you, answer the following questions:

1. What are some benefits you are noticing with the updated assessment approach?

2. How do you plan to approach the a unit’s evaluation plan?

Assessment Approach
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Agenda

1. The “Why” 

2. Innovative Design

3. Evaluation Plan and Assessments

4. Integration of The Writing RevolutionⓇ

5. Platform and Access to materials

https://www.thewritingrevolution.org/
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Writing Integration
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ELA Guidebooks 3-5 partnered with The Writing RevolutionⓇ (TWR) to integrate more writing 

opportunities grounded in content provided in the knowledge building units. Students are given 

multiple opportunities to practice writing strategies starting at the sentence level and building to 

multi-paragraph writing throughout the units in grades 3-5.  

Resources

• The Writing Progression Table

Writing Integration

https://www.thewritingrevolution.org/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15Q0PBSIneOCHNAAOxASE7tBZswLIYW1x/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=106456836052778309927&rtpof=true&sd=true
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The Writing RevolutionⓇ has designed customized trainings for the integration of their writing 
strategies with the 3-5 ELA Guidebooks (2022) unit updates. We strongly recommend that all 
educators who will be teaching ELA Guidebooks 3-5 (2022) and those supporting teachers in 
implementing the curriculum, receive training from TWR.

Please contact Kathleen Maloney, Director of Strategic Planning, at 
guidebooks@thewritingrevolution.org for additional information about TWR trainings. 

TWR Training Opportunity

mailto:guidebooks@thewritingrevolution.org
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In section 1, lesson 2 of The Whipping Boy unit, 
we observe the following core and optional 
writing activities: 

● Activity 7 is optional for the teacher to 
review the sentence and fragments activity 
using an out of content example in the 
lesson. 

● Activity 8 is core and instructs students to 
practice revising fragments into complete 
sentences using content from the lesson’s 
text.

Example of Writing Integration
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With a group of participants sitting near you, answer the following questions:

1. What are some benefits you are noticing to the writing integration model?

2. How do you plan to approach the integration of the writing strategies?

Writing Integration
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Agenda

1. The “Why” 

2. Innovative Design

3. Evaluation Plan and Assessments

4. Integration of The Writing RevolutionⓇ

5. Platform and Access to materials

https://www.thewritingrevolution.org/
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Accessing Materials on the Louisiana Curriculum Hub

The new units are available on The Louisiana Curriculum Hub, but their accessibility will differ from 

the 3-5 units that were previously accessed via bulk downloader. 

Bulk Download (Previous Method) Updated Pilot Units on the Hub (New 
Method) 

● Save all materials to your drive
● Several folders to organize
● Sections separated with lessons and 

materials

● Lessons, activities, and materials are 
connected in one place

● Assess is separated by student-facing 
content and teacher-facing content

● Teaching Guide available for ease of 
planning

● Downloadable materials

https://louisianacurriculumhub.com/
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ELA Guidebooks 3-5 (2022)

Resources for the ELA Guidebooks 3-5 (2022) updates:

• ELA Guidebooks 3-5 (2022) Overview
• TWR Writing Progression Table

Next Steps:

• Review updated units on The Louisiana Curriculum Hub.
• Systems decide which Level 1 and Level 2 unit to 

implement for grades 3-5. There is only one Level 3 unit 
available at this time. 

• Secure texts and materials for the selected units from 
American Reading Company and XanEdu. 

• Provide or attend professional development for the 
2022 updates. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14ITnSTeG4BGi4XRlb8as4pDEMu4dukT1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e8pz2yTl2Xo2nnIgAvThbbHndGnb7jJz/view?usp=sharing
https://louisianacurriculumhub.com/
https://www.americanreading.com/louisiana-doe/
https://www.xanedu.com/k-12/solutions/ela-guidebooks
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Questions
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Contact ELA Guidebooks
elaguidebooks@la.gov 

mailto:elaguidebooks@la.gov

